


Magic of beauty
Eveline Cosmetics is one of the biggest and fastest developing cosmetics producer in Poland. Its brand is known and used by our clients for more than 
37 years in about 70 countries worldwide. The most important value of the Company is the client. Considering the client’s needs, following our professional 
knowledge and using the latest technologies we discover and offer effective care for demanding skin. By playing with scents, tastes and colors of our 
cosmetics, our clients become more beautiful each day, learn the secrets of make-up and experience real pleasure of communing with our products.
In our work we always follow two fundamental values: quality and innovativeness which make Eveline Cosmetics win numerous prizes and distinctions 
in the field of cosmetology.
Each year millions of clients use millions of products marked with our brand.

... professionalism, reliability, innovativeness

Print color images do not always reflect their actual appearance.
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FACE
Choose the foundation 

right for you!

SELFIE TIME
Foundation and Concealer 2 in 1

SELFIE TIME 
FOUNDATION AND CONCEALER 2 IN 1

FLAWLESS SKIN READY FOR … selfie!

The line of cutting-edge foundations with covering properties that 
combine the effect of a foundation and a concealer. Thanks to the 
gradual coverage, they perfectly mask all imperfections without creating 
an unwanted “mask-like effect”. Light consistency of the cosmetic 
adapts to the skin, ensuring long-lasting make-up effect. Carefully 
selected ingredients effectively prevent dryness and intensely moisturize 
the skin, giving it radiance. The complexion gains perfect look.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: • HYALURONIC ACID • MOISTURIZING 
COMPLEX • ANTI-POLLUTION COMPLEX • VITAMIN E • BLUE ALGAE

01
PORCELAIN

JE30PSELFI01
5903416001744

02
IVORY

JE30PSELFI02
5903416001751

03
VANILLA

JE30PSELFI03
5903416001768

04
NATURAL

JE30PSELFI04
5903416001775

05
BEIGE

JE30PSELFI05
5903416001782

06
HONEY

JE30PSELFI06
5903416001799

SET:
24 PCS + 6 TESTERS

JEK2807PSELF
5903416009610
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LIQUID CONTROL 
MATTIFYING DROPS

LIQUID CONTROL MATTIFYING DROPS
LONG-LASTING FOUNDATION 

Innovative foundation of the new generation, thanks to liquid, non-greasy 
and exceptionally light consistency, ensures maximally natural effect of 
the ”second skin”. Evens skin tone. Smooth complexion with ”baby 
face” effect. 
Exceptionally light formula applied with the dropper offers medium 
coverage and stays on skin up to 24 hours.
The face looks flawless and yet natural.
Comfortable in use, invisible, undetectable.

Luxury packaging – thick, matt glass. Light dropper.

Ensures natural coverage, no mask-like effect

005
IVORY

JB32PDRO005
5901761961850

010
LIGHT BEIGE

JB32PDRO010
5901761937244

015
VANILLA BEIGE
JB32PDRO015
5901761961867

020
ROSE BEIGE

JB32PDRO020
5901761937251

030
SAND BEIGE

JB32PDRO030
5901761937268

040
WARM BEIGE
JB32PDRO040
5901761937275

SATIN MATT
Mattifying & Covering Foundation 4 in 1

SATIN MATT
LONG-LASTING MATT & IDEAL SKIN TONE
WITH SNAIL SLIME FILTRATE

SATIN MATT is the series of light mattifying and covering foundations 
in 4 shades.  
Silky texture combines the possibility of coverage gradation with 
comfort of use. The foundation evens skin surface, minimizing visibility 
of pores and concealing imperfections. 
Formula rich in snail slime filtrate  perfectly blends with the complexion, 
firms and provides ideal coverage without the mask-like effect. 

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: • SNAIL SLIME FILTRATE • MOIST&VITAL 
COMPLEX™ • HYALURONIC ACID • ANTI-POLLUTION

101
IVORY

JE30PSAT101
5901761997613

102
VANILLA

JE30PSAT102
5901761997620

103
NATURAL

JE30PSAT103
5901761997637

104
BEIGE

JE30PSAT104
5901761997644

SET:
16 PCS + 4 TESTERS

JEK2730PSAT
5903416001461
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MAGICAL COLOUR 
CORRECTION CC CREAM 

MOISTURIZING CREAM TURNS 
INTO LIGHT FOUNDATION! 

Multifunctional care product for every type of complexion. Magical Colour 

Correction formula changes the cream right after application into light matt 

foundation, giving skin even and natural tone. Microencapsulated natural 

mineral pigments are gradually released and long-lastingly correct imper-

fections. 

Innovative bioHYALURON ComplexTM contains concentrated hyaluronic 

acid with moisturizing and smoothing properties. Complexion looks natural, 

flawless and radiant. SPF 15 protects against UVA/UVB.

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED

50
LIGHT BEIGE  

JE30CCLB  
5907609399076 

51
NATURAL    

JE30CCNAT 
5907609399014

52
MEDIUM BEIGE

JE30CCMB
5907609399113 

53
BEIGE  

JE30CCB
5907609399045

Mineral pigments • corrects • lightens • mattifies

SET:
16 PCS + 4 TESTERS
JEK1435CC
5901761900026

JE50PMSCCA
5901761967869

MAGIC SKIN CC CREAM 8 IN 1

Innovative formula effectively protects the skin against premature 
aging due to external factors (smog, cigarette smoke, free radicals, 
UV), perfectly evens skin tone and conceals imperfection.
Reduces discoloration and visibility of dilated pores, masks redness 
and smoothes tiny wrinkles. Long-lastingly moisturizes and ensures 
radiant look. 
The revolutionary formula in one step encloses the power of intense 
moisturization and guarantees the result of precise skin retouching, 
giving it flawless look and even, natural, radiant tone. 

MAGIC SKIN CC CREAM 
8 IN 1Beautifying moisturizing cream anti-redness
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LIGHT
JMKKORTLIG

5901761980745

LIGHT
JMKKORCAM01
5901761997477

MEDIUM
JMKKORTMED
5901761980738

NATURAL
JMKKORCAM02
5901761997484

VANILLA
JMKKORCAM03
5901761997491

MAGICAL PERFECTION ANTI-FATIGUE 
EYE CONCEALER

Eye corrector Magical Perfection immediately removes shadows and 
symptoms of fatigue, perfectly conceals imperfections as well as 
illuminates and moisturizes delicate skin under the eyes.
Exclusive formula contains hyaluronic acid, peptides, vitamin E 
and matcha green tea extract known for its rejuvenating properties. 
Cucumber and eyebright lighten the skin under eyes and reduce 
puffiness. The addition of algae with zinc moisturizes and soothes 
irritations, while the particles of natural mica reflect the light giving 
the subtle effect of illumination of the look as well as optically reduce 
wrinkles.

FACE CONCEALER WITH LONG-LASTING 
FORMULA 24 H

LIQUID CAMOUFLAGE is the special task concealer. Ensures optimum 
coverage, while its high pigmentation masks any face imperfections 
(discoloration, freckles, redness) and imperfections under the eyes 
(dark circles, bruises). The concealer blends perfectly with the skin and 
spreads evenly. It allows to build the level of coverage. Handy jumbo 
applicator doses the right amount of the cosmetic and facilitates its 
application. Cutting-edge formula contains active ingredients that care 
for the skin.  

• PERFECT COVERAGE • JUMBO APPLICATOR • CUTTING-EDGE 
FORMULA

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: • JOJOBA OIL • VITAMIN B5 • SHEA BUTTER

MAGICAL PERFECTION 
CONCEALER Anti-fatigue eye concealer 

SET:
6 PCS + 2 TESTERS
JPK2609KORPE
5901761990522

LIQUID CAMOUFLAGE
Full coverage concealer
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LIQUID CONCEALER 2 IN 1
COVERING AND ILLUMINATING

Innovative concealer from Art Scenic Professional make-up series is 
much more than traditional corrector. Perfectly corrects imperfections, 
giving the effect of flawless and radiant complexion. 
Ensures extreme durability and certain resistance. 
Thanks to delicate texture, the concealer spreads precisely, combining 
perfect coverage with lightness and freshness. Innovative formula with 
Long-Lasting Effect 24h guarantees perfect make-up all day long. 

ART SCENIC 
PROFESSIONAL MAKE-UP

04 LIGHT
JMKKOREKTP04
5907609339188

05 NUDE
JMKKOREKTP05
5907609339195

06 IVORY  
JMKKOREKTP06  
5907609339201  

08 PORCELAIN  
JMKKOREKTP08
5901761940695

SET:
16 PCS + 4 TESTERS
JPK1921APMKO
5901761945058

GLOW & GO! 
FACE ILLUMINATOR

New illuminators from GLOW & GO! series are the full of radiance face 
and body emulsions with light reflecting pigments. 
Light formula of the cosmetic perfectly blends into the skin, giving 
flawless effect. 
The HIGLIGHTER works well as illuminating foundation primer, making 
the face relaxed and fresh.  
The illumination effect can be gradated, depending on the amount of 
the product used. GLOW and GO! is ideal for face contouring. 
Add a few drops of the emulsion to your favourite foundation for 
a subtle illuminating effect. It is an ideal tool for STROBING, whose 
task is to illuminate and revitalize the skin.

GLOW AND GO!

GOLDEN
JE20ROZGOL

5901761982572

CANDY
JE20ROZCAND
5901761982589

Highlight face illuminator
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02
JAMAICA BAY
MKGLOWB02

5901761991444

GLOW AND GO!
HIGHLIGHTERS

New highlighters from GLOW and GO series will immediately illuminate 
your complexion and give it a multidimensional shine. High concentration 
of iridescent pearls will sculpt and invigorate the skin with natural light. Skin 
becomes immediately radiant. 
This modernly packaged cosmetic is the powder ideal to illuminate your 
daily make-up and for quick corrections during the day.

Amazing, versatile GLOW and GO! Illuminating Powder highlights strategic 
areas of the face that need to be highlighted:

• highlights the cheekbones
• lightens the eye area
• emphasizes the cupid’s bow
• contours the face
• illuminates shoulders and neckline

*innovative, baked form of the powder

GLOW AND GO! GLOW AND GO!
Multidimensional illumination Bronzing powder

01
MKGLOWR01

5901761985092

02
MKGLOWR02

5901761985108

GLOW AND GO!
BRONZING POWDERS

BRONZING POWDER GENTLY AND RADIANTLY SUN-
KISSED SKIN!
For many women bronzer is the basis of daily make-up. 
Bronzing powders contour, model, enhance the tan, while in 
winter they revitalize pale and dull skin. New baked bronzers 
from GLOW and GO! series enhance the skin, giving it 
beautiful, natural, warm look. Perfect for spring, summer and 
more! Radiant, healthy-looking skin. Enjoy your dream tan all 
year round.

*innovative, baked form of the powder

01
GO HAWAII

MKGLOWB01
5901761991437
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MATT MY DAY
& FULL HD

Correcting and mattfying loose powders

INTENSELY SMOOTHING & MATTIFYING 
PEACH LOOSE POWDER 
WITH MATTIFYING COMPLEX 

Semi-translucent, loose mattifying powder with pleasant peach scent 
intensely smoothes and subtly invigorates, illuminates the skin.  Leaves 
silky, matt finish.  Light and gentle formula does not weight the skin, 
allows to use it also under the eyes. Does not clog pores. Ideal for all 
skin types. 

CORRECTING & MATTIFYING BANANA 
LOOSE POWDER 
WITH RICE DUST

Professional, loose powder with banana scent and mattifying as well as 
smoothing rice starch. Corrects imperfections, neutralizes redness of 
capillary skin and reduces dark circles around the eyes. Does not clog 
pores. Ideal for all skin types.

FIXING & MATTIFYING 
TRANSLUCENT LOOSE POWDER 
WITH SILK

Ultra-light, translucent fixing powder with silk gives make-up the “soft 
focus*” effect as well as optically smoothes fine lines and imperfections. 
Extends durability of make-up without whitening the skin. Does not 
clog pores. Ideal for all skin types.

*”soft focus” effect – is the effect of soft finish.

PEACH
JMKLOOSEPOWP

5901761980707

BANANA
JMKLOOSEPOWB

5901761980684

TRANSLUCENT
JMKLOOSEPOWW

5901761980691

ALL DAY IDEAL STAY

MATT FINISH & FIXING POWDER 

MATT FINISH & FIXING POWDER is the breakthrough 
in corrective cosmetics. Rice powder covers skin with 
the protective coat, extending make-up durability.  
Applied onto a foundation perfectly mattifies,  
maintaining the effect of make-up even up to 16h. 
The powder is the perfect finish of the make-up – face 
becomes soft, ideally smooth and pleasant to 
the touch. Additionally absorbs excess sebum, 
maintaining perfect matt for a long time. 

Dedicated especially to the women with oily and 
combination skin.

Mattifies and fixes

ALL DAY MATT NR 60
JPUDADMAT60
5901761936056

SET:
3 PCS + TESTER 

JPK2238PUTR
5901761956306
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MATTIFYING MINERAL POWDER 
WITH SILK

First pressed powder by Eveline Cosmetics enriched with  
ANTI-SHINE COMPLEX which effectively mattifies and evens 
the complexion. 

Soft and velvet texture of the powder makes it easy to apply,  
blends ideally  with  the structure of the skin and gives it a fresh, 
silky-matt look.

Powder is available in 6 semi-transparent shades that perfectly 
blend with the skin while concealing minor imperfections and 
discolorations. 

31  
TRANSPARENT
JPUDARTM31

5901761904468 

32  
NATURAL  

JPUDARTM32
5901761904482

33  
GOLDEN SAND 
JPUDARTM33

5901761904505 

34  
MEDIUM BEIGE 
JPUDARTM34

5901761904529 

35  
GOLDEN BEIGE 
JPUDARTM35

5901761904543  

37 
WARM BEIGE
JPUDARTM37

5901761936063

20 
TRANSPARENT

JPUDC20
5907609333254

22
NATURAL  
JPUDC22

5907609333278

23  
SAND 

JPUDC23
5907609333285

ART PROFESSIONAL 
MAKE-UP

SET:
18 PCS + 6 TESTERS 

JPK2243PUDAR
5901761956481

CELEBRITIES 
BEAUTY

SET:
18 PCS + 6 TESTERS 
JPK731PUDCEL
5907609334114

MINERAL PRESSED POWDER

New, luxury pressed powder Celebrities Beauty with high 
content of natural ingredients ensures brilliant look and 
complex care of the complexion.
Delicate, velvety structure of the powder facilitates its even 
distribution, perfectly adjusts to the structure of the skin, 
giving it fresh,  silky and matt look all day long.  
Perfectly masks imperfections and absorbs excess sebum 
without drying the skin. The formula is free from harmful 
parabens. The pigments used in Celebrities Beauty powders 
are of natural origin. Beside the beautifying effect, Celebrities 
Beauty powder has also unrivalled nourishing and protective 
values:
- silk extract – maintains water in epidermis, makes skin 
elastic and firms, minimalizing fatigue symptoms,
- green tea and cacao tree extract – rich source of polyphenols 
and flavonoids, intensely moisturize and prevent water loss, 
restoring skin healthy tone and radiance thanks to their 
nourishing and regenerating action. Protect skin against 
negative influence of free radicals. 
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STROBING SENSATION 4 IN 1

Tredy make-up palette of four highlighters allowing to perfectly and subtly finish the 
make-up. Ideal for various visage compositions. The highlighters give the face fresh and 
radiant look. Gently soften the facial features, they are perfect for emphasizing the tops of 
cheek bones, cupid’s bow, eyebrow, nose and décolleté.  

CONTOUR SENSATION 3 IN 1

The use of light & shadow

Contour Sensation 3 in 1 is sensational contouring set which improves 
face symmetry and gives the effect of complete metamorphosis. 
Contouring is the skilful use of light and shadow. Make-up with 
foundation and concealer may flatten facial features. Complexion is even 
and smooth, but the face loses natural multidimensionality.
Modelling using bronzer and highlighter helps to slim down or expand 
the face, we can also lengthen it or shorten, modify the shape of the nose 
or enhance cheekbones. After modelling facial features, application of 
blush on the cheeks  will give the effect of relaxed, fresh complexion.

By using the CONTOUR SENSATION 3 in 1 we can highlight our 
strengths and gently conceal what is less attractive in our face.

Set contains: 
• Bronzing powder to darken and draw the outline of the face contour,
• Brightening powder to highlight the convex parts of the face,
• Blush for the effect of relaxed face.

CONTOUR SENSATION 
3 IN 1 Bronzer • Highlighter • Blush

02
PEACHE BEIGE
JMKCONTOUR2
5901761933703

STROBING SENSATION
JMKCONTHIG

5901761974195

BLUSH SENSATION
JMKCONTBLUSH
5901761974188

STROBING SENSATION  
4 IN 1

BLUSH
SENSATION  

4 IN 1

Modern highlighting make-up palette 

Four trendy shades in one palette

BLUSH SENSATION 4 IN 1

Palette of four blushes that is ideal for highlighting cheek bones, 
emphasizing shoulders, décolleté and neck. Good pigmentation makes 
the cosmetic very efficient. Delicate texture allows for easy and trouble-
free application. The cosmetic allows to create beautiful and natural 
blush, also with a glitter finish.
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MAKE-UP PRIMERS
3 IN 1

MATTIFYING MAKE-UP PRIMER 3 IN 1

Functional MAKE-UP PRIMERS became the excellent alternative and 
the definite cosmetic breakthrough. MATTIFYING MAKE-UP PRIMER 
3in1 is the new proposal of EVELINE brand.
The cosmetic: • MATTIFIES AND SMOOTHES SKIN SURFACE, 
• MINIMIZES PORES VISIBILITY, • EXTENDS MAKE-UP DURABILITY.
Moreover, it: • ensures long-lasting protection against shine, • is easily 
spread, • ideally evens skin tone, • makes the complexion look silky 
smooth and exceptionally fresh. 
And very important… It may be used under a foundation or independently. 

SMOOTHING MAKE-UP PRIMER 3 IN 1

 It allows to bring up not only a natural beauty of every woman face, 
but also cover minor imperfections. MAKE-UP PRIMER is one of the 
cosmetics that allows to ensure beautiful and smooth face look.
The second make-up primer in the EC series, this time in smoothing 
version, is the perfect cosmetic correcting imperfections and visibly 
invigorating the skin. SMOOTHING MAKE-UP PRIMER 3in1 with light 
consistency ideally evens skin tone and extends make-up durability. 
Silky formula perfectly smoothes and reduces visibility of pores. 
Ultramoisturizing MOIST & VITAL COMPLEX reduces fatigue symptoms 
and subtly illuminates. 
Invigorating MATCHA TEA WATER shows intense antioxidizing action, 
while BLUE ALGAE smoothe wrinkles and firm the skin. 
Formula with ANTI-POLLUTION protects the skin against harmful 
external factors (air pollution, free radicals). 

JE30BAZMAT
5901761971750

JE30BAZWYG
5901761977820

5 PCS +1 TESTER
JEK2573BAZW

5901761984217

Make-up basis

FEEL THE BLUSH
Color sculpting

FEEL THE BLUSH!
COLOR SCULPTING

Satin blush with an extremely light structure and excellent 
pigmentation. The palette of three rich colors allows for quick 
face contouring, at the same time nourishing and illuminating 
it. Even one application of the blush invigorates the look of 
the face, gives silky finish and natural radiance.

03
JMKROZFTB03
5903416008125

01
 JMKROZFTB01  
5903416008101

02
JMKROZFTB02
5903416008118

Extremely practical and handy,
small enough to take it with you
while travelling.

Ideal make-up
is the secret
of beautiful look
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GLOW AND GO!
FACE AND BODY MIST 4 IN 1

Illuminating GLOW and GO make-up cosmetics collection is 
complemented by Aqua Miracle Face Mist shimmering with fine glitter. 

This is the perfect finish for both day and night stylings:
• Fixes the make-up
• Moisturizes the skin
• Illuminates the complexion and decorates

Leaves the delicate, shimmering film on the skin and a wonderful, 
addictive fragrance. At any time of the day, it provides a new portion of 
energy and confidence. Highlights the evening night out with the feast 
of glittering particles.

FIXER MIST FULL HD
Ideal make-up all day long

FIXER  MIST FULL HD 

Delicate, alcohol-free fixing mist extends make-up durability up to 12h.  
It may be applied directly after make-up or during the day, as its 
refreshment.   

Thanks to the innovative formula, based on the selected active 
ingredients, the mist not only perfectly fixes and protects the make-up 
but also refreshes the skin and prevents its dryness.  

*The formula of the mist contains ANTI-POLLUTION ingredient that 
protects the skin against environmental factors.

JB50FIXER
5901761971743

AQUA MIRACLE
Face & body mist

NUDE
JB110MGROZ01
5903416001683

110 ml

PINK
JB110MGROZ02
5903416001690

110 ml

PRIMER and HIGHLIGHTER
Face & Body Shimmering Mist
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MATTIFYING
BLOTTING PAPERS

8 IN 1

MAGIC BLENDER

Simple trick – immediate effect 

MATTIFYING BLOTTING PAPERS 8 IN 1

Silky delicate, perfectly mattifying blotting papers for face immediately 
absorb sebum excess and prevent skin shine.
Do not affect the make-up. 
Mattifying blotting papers with 50% admixture of cannabis pulp 
regulate sebum secretion and the action of sebaceous glands. 

Moreover, they:
• remove skin shine
• restore fresh look
• do not dry the skin
• are safe and delicate to the skin
• are recommended for daily care of oily and combination skin
• as many as 50 pcs. in the packaging

JMDBIBMAT50
5901761971774

MKBLENDER
5901761991420

MAKE-UP MAGIC BLENDER

Is the elliptic, soft and reusable sponge for make-up 
application. The sponge makes face make-up even and 
professional, while the skin looks flawless. 
When applying make-up products with fingertips or sharp-
edged applicators, smudges and visible lines may appear, 
which looks unaestesthetic. 
Unique shape and the material the make-up sponge is made 
of ensures even effect without smudges as well as effective 
use of the cosmetic.

Unique shape
and the material

Professional blending sponge
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SPARKLE

SPARKLE

Ideal composition of silky matt and highly shiny, intensely 
pigmented eyeshadows, which allow to conjure up stunning 
eye make-up both in delicate and more daring version. 
Unique formula enables perfect application and blending, 
while ensuring all day long durability.

Enclosed in a unique, eye-catching package from which you 
can’t take your eyes off.

JMKCIENBROK
5901761985139

EYESHADOW PALETTE

EYES
Choose the mascara 
right for you!
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CHARMING 
MOCHA

CHARMING MOCHA

Ideal set of twelve intensely pigmented eyeshadows for any type of 
make-up: both beautiful smoky eyes and daily make-up. The colors are 
harmoniously matched and their formula blends perfectly, allowing to 
create the desired styling. The entirety is made up of beautiful shades 
of beige and brown in matt and slightly shiny versions.

Elegant, metal packaging makes the palette an ideal gift. The set 
comprises double-sided, professional brush with the shape enabling 
precise application and smearing eyeshadows both on the upper and 
the lower eyelid.

JMKCIENMET
5901761985115

EYESHADOW PALETTE

Professional, double-ended brush was specially designed for perfect 
eyeshadow application. Longer end has the ideal shape for blending 
eyeshadows on the upper eyelid. Shorter end is precisely adjusted to 
application on the lower eyelid and in eye corners.

Professional, 
double-ended brush 
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RUBY GLAMOUR

RUBY GLAMOUR

RUBY GLAMOUR  is the palette of twelve intensely pigmented 
eyeshadows  in beautiful shades, inspired by the precious stones with 
charming and subtle fragrance.

The colors are harmoniously matched and their formula blends 
perfectly, allowing to create the desired styling. The entirety is made 
up of beautiful shades of beige and brown  in matt and slightly shiny 
versions.

Elegant, metal packaging with mirror makes the palette an ideal gift. 
The set comprises double-sided, professional brush with the shape 
enabling precise application and smearing eyeshadows both on the 
upper and the lower eyelid.

JMKCIENMET02
5901761998139

EYESHADOW PALETTE

Professional, 
double-ended brush 

RUBY GLAMOUR
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ANGEL DREAM

ANGEL DREAM

Ideal set of twelve intensely pigmented eyeshadows for 
any type of make-up: both beautiful smoky eyes and daily 
make-up.

The colors of the palette are unique and trendy. It comprises 
the most fashionable shades of gold and violets as well as 
more classic browns and beiges. They are harmoniously 
matched and their formula blends perfectly, allowing to create 
the desired styling.

EYESHADOW PALETTE

JMKCIENKART
5901761985122

The entirety is closed 
in the modern paper box
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EYESHADOW 
PROFESSIONAL PALETTE

EYESHADOWS PROFESSIONAL 
PALETTE

SUNRISE, TWILIGHT and MODERN GLAM eyeshadow palettes are 
the perfectly matched sets, that allow to make beautiful smokey eyes 
make-up, but also other versions of daily and evening make-up.

Timeless yet fashionable colours will always make you look elegant.
Simple and elegant packaging contains 8 perfectly matched 
eyeshadows and the double-sided applicator.

Sunrise, Twilight and Modern Glam eyeshadows palette

TWILIGHT 02 
JMKCIEN8PAL2
5901761980721

MODERN GLAM 03
JMKCIEN8PAL3
5901761984620

SUNRISE 01 
JMKCIEN8PAL1
5901761980714

EYESHADOWS PALETTE

Professional eyeshadows palettes: Rose, Nude and Burn allow to 
create both subtle and evening eye make-up. Intensely pigmented, 
satin and soft eyeshadows let even the beginners perform perfect 
make-up.

NUDE PALETTE – inspired by the beauty of nature palette of twelve 
shades of beige, brown and grey includes perfectly harmonized 
colors that match and will certainly appeal to most women. Eyelids 
invigorated with golden, brown and copper reflexes glitter and intrigue 
with their look. 

ROSE PALETTE – inspired by the delicate side of woman’s nature, 
perfectly harmonized palette of matt and golden shades of rose and 
brown was carefully prepared to highlight unique beauty of each 
woman. 

BURN PALETTE – inspired by the magic of summer sunset, 
harmoniously selected palette of twelve hot shades of amber colors. 
Matt brown, cinnamon, siena, glittering copper or deep, shimmering 
bronze allow to create the unique make-up that perfectly highlights the 
beauty of woman’s eyes.

Content of the palette:
• 12 beautiful matt and opalescent, long-lasting colors.
• Brush with double tip for application of eyeshadows and gradation 

of color intensity.
• Simple instruction for performing daily and evening eye make-up.

ROSE, NUDE AND BURN
Professional eyeshadows palette

NUDE 
JMKCIE12NU 
5901761936896

BURN 
JMKCIE12BR 
5901761965919

ROSE 
JMKCIE12RO 
5901761936902

SET:
SUNRISE&TWILIGHT 
6PCS + 0 TESTERS
JPK2608CIE8K
5901761990515

SET:
MODERN GLAM 
3PCS + 0 TESTERS
JPK2740CIE8K
5903416002123
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QUATTRO

MINI PALETTES 
OF FOUR EYESHADOWS

New quadruple eyeshadows include 6 elegant, timeless and at 
the same time fashionable sets. 

Eyeshadows are intensely pigmented, apply perfectly, while 
their formula allows for color building and blends easily. 

Each set includes the double-sided applicator.

With the help of each set, create different types of make-up, 
from quick daily look to stunning smoky eyes.

01 
MKCIEN01N 

5903416004103

02 
MKCIEN02N 

5903416004110

03 
MKCIEN03N 

5903416004127

04 
MKCIEN04N 

5903416004134

05 
MKCIEN05N 

5903416004141

06
MKCIEN06N

5903416004158

EXTRA LASHES  
MASCARAProfessional eyeshadows palette

EXTRA LASHES MASCARA 

Discover the new EXTRA LASHES mascara in the eye-catching, wide 
package with an elegant pink print.
New brush maximally thickens the lashes, while its tip is covered with 
delicate hair that highlight even the shortest lash in eye corners. 
The formula is enriched with argan oil that nourishes the lashes from 
the very first application.
The composition includes natural carnauba wax and lecithin, thanks to 
which lashes are properly nourished.

 
BLACK

JLTUEXTRLASH
5903416007920
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VARIÉTÉ LASHES SHOW MASCARA

VARIETE LASHES SHOW is the mascara allowing you to obtain full volume and spectacu-
lar lengthening of the lashes after just one application. Build even more spectacular effect 
by applying subsequent layers. 

Precise application thanks to the fine brush, allows to cover even the tiniest lashes.

VOLUME & CURL MASCARA

Unique, innovative brush with curved shape. On the one 
hand, thick and short hair get the right amount of the ma-
scara, maximizing the thickness and density of lashes and 
highlighting the look. Longer hair perfectly comb the lashes, 
while their alignment and rounded shape of the brush make 
the lashes lifted and beautifully curled.

VARIÉTÉ LASHES SHOW 
MASCARA

ULTIMATE LASHES 
MASCARA

Say BONJOUR! 
to long, voluminous lashes that last 
all day long!

 
BLACK

JLTUVARIETE
5903416008095

 
BLACK

JLTULASHES
5903416001805

SET: 
11 PCS + TESTER 

JPK2825VARIE
5903416013594

Unique,
innovative brush 

with curved shape.
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THICKENING AND LENGTHENING 
MASCARA WITH REBUILDING SERUM 

Volume Celebrity Mascara is the first cosmetic combining the 
properties of a mascara and a rebuilding serum. It gives the perfect 
combination of extreme length, stunning volume and density of lashes. 
The exceptionally and perfectly shaped brush precisely separates and 
lifts lashes from the bottom to the very tip, does not allow the formation 
of clumps and sticking of lashes. The result is visible already after the 
first application, each successive coat of the mascara boosts the 
thickening and lengthening effect, taking it to the limits!

THE RESULTS:

• Lashes thickening x10 and curling up by 45 degree
• Perfect separation of lashes, no clumps 
• Beautiful, captivating look 

VOLUME CELEBRITIES

 
BLACK

JLTUCELEN
5907609327826             

SET: 
11 PCS + 1 TESTER 

JPK547TCELE1
5907609328021

ROYAL VOLUME 
MASCARA

ROYAL VOLUME MASCARA

Truly royal lash volume in the unique black and gold ombre 
packaging. Classic hair brush beautifully highlights the lashes, 
giving them volume and length as well as separates them 
precisely. The mascara has long-lasting, creamy formula that 
envelops each lash from the root to the tip, giving sensual 
depth to the look.

 
BLACK

JLTUVOLROYAL
5901761984613

Classic
hair brush
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VOLUME TEMPTATION 
MASCARA
VOLUME TEMPTATION MASCARA

Mascara is enclosed in the unique, elegant packaging that would be 
the decoration of any vanity bag.
Modern formula contains natural carnauba wax, castor oil, honey 
extract and moisturizing collagen. Covers each lash with intense black 
color without clumps and smearing. 

New hourglass-shaped brush made of hair adjusts to the shape of 
the eye, thus reaches each lash maximally highlighting it. Depending 
on the number of coats, it allows to graduate the effect of thickening, 
beautifully lengthens and lifts the lashes.

FALSE LASH EFFECT MASCARA

Mascara combines expert formula with revolutionary construction of 
silicone brush with proven effectiveness, guaranteeing real FALSE 
LASH EFFECT. Creamy consistency enriched with protein B5 and 
natural carnauba waxes, thickens lashes from the root to the tip, 
allowing for individual creation of volume.
Incredible volume for your lashes!

 
BLACK

JLTUVOLTEMP
5901761977530

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGREV
5901761941500

SET: 11 PCS + 1 TESTER 
JPK2535TEMP
5901761982077

BIG VOLUME LASH 
REVELASHES MASCARA

hourglass-shaped

brush made of hair

Incredible volume
for your lashes!
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BIG VOLUME EXPLOSION
MASCARA

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGEXPLO
5901761904413

SET:
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK1518BIGE2
5901761907230

LASH VOLUME EXPLOSION!

New, innovative brush for special tasks BIG BRUSH™ ideally covers 
every lash with thick coat of the mascara, ensuring spectacular effect 
and exceptional enhancement of the look. 20 rows of flexible hair 
aligned in different directions facilitate application of the mascara and 
precise separation, every lash is perfectly covered with a deep black 
coat without sticking and clumps! 
• Innovative formula of the mascara makes lashes thicker, expressive 

and properly curled. 
• Advanced active ingredients prevent falling and breaking of lashes, 

stimulating their growth. 
• Perfectly strengthens, nourishes and conditions lashes. 
• Mineral pigments and natural carnauba wax stimulate lashes growth. 
• Vitamins A, F and E – deeply moisturize, make elastic and strengthen 

lashes. 

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGOHMYN
5901761974096

SET: 
11 PCS + 1 TESTER 

JPK2495BOHM2
5901761977707

BIG VOLUME
OH! MY LASH

BIG VOLUME OH! MY LASH

Beautiful, ultra feminine packaging and a brush that conjures up the fan 
of perfectly highlighted, lengthened and separated lashes, adapting to 
their line and reaching each of them, even the shortest one.
Big Volume Oh! My Lash new mascara is the indispensable element in 
each vanity bag.

B
IG

 B
R

U
S

H
™
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BIG VOLUME
BANG

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGSHOCK
5901761982992

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGBANG
5901761997538

REAL SHOCKING EXPERIENCE 
VOLUME OF ELASHES

The unique brush extremely thickens, at the same time separating 
the lashes precisely and allowing the exact coverage of hair even at 
the corners of the eye. It has an eye-friendly ultra-black formula. It is 
perfect for finishing any eye make-up. Thanks to a specially developed 
composition, it provides extreme thickening of the hair from the root to 
the tip. In addition, the well-shaped, unique brush helps the lashes to 
be precisely separated and evenly covered with mascara. 

MAXIMUM THICKENING AND SEPARATION

Specially selected brush has alternately longer and shorter bristles. It 
thickens and separates lashes maximally. The unique formula of the 
mascara is smooth and envelops every lash without creating clumps or 
smudging. It contains natural carnauba wax and rice wax. It stays on 
the lashes throughout the day.

SET:
11 PCS + 1 TESTER 

JPK2726TBANG
5903416001379

SET:
11 PC + 1 TESTER
JPK2679TBSHO
5901761990478
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BIG VOLUME
CAT EYES

BIG VOLUME CAT EYES

Extreme depth of look, now with cat eyes effect.
Exceptional shape of brush with rounded tip helps to thicken and 
maximally prolong lashes in the outer corners of the eyes, giving the 
look exceptional depth. 
Smooth and creamy consistency of the mascara makes it ideally 
spread on the lashes without clumps and smearing. Specially selected 
waxes increase thickening effect. 

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGCAT
5901761937282

Timeless depth of look
BIG VOLUME LASH

BIG VOLUME LASH
BIG VOLUME LASH WATERPROOF

Mascara intensifies make-up effect with every stroke of BIG 
BRUSH™. At the same time provides perfect separation of 
lashes and truly hypnotic look. Creamy texture enriched with 
natural carnauba wax thickens lashes from the bottom to the 
very tip, allowing for individual creation of volume. Does not 
leave clumps. 

BIG VOLUME LASH NATURAL BIO 
FORMULA

Exceptional cosmetic naturally making the lashes beautiful 
and caring them at the same time. Makes them perfectly 
shaped – visibly lifted up, full of volume and precisely 
separated. Mascara can extremely easy create the look of 
your lashes from natural brilliant lightness to luxury effect of 
thickening and lengthening.

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGVWODN  
5907609337191                          

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGVOLN
5907609331472    

 
SET: 
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK1627BWOD
5907609337184   

 
SET:
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK1624BVOL
5907609331489

 
BLACK

JLTUBIGBION   
5907609340573                          

 
SET: 
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK1623BBIO2
5907609340603
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EXTENSION VOLUME  
MASCARA

EXTENSION VOLUME  
MASCARA

THICKENING AND SEPARATING MASCARA

Extension Volume 4D FALSE DEFINITION mascaras ensure unique effect 
of false lashes. Exceptional, elastic PERFECT BRUSH™ and BOLD&FLEXY 
BRUSH™ brushes patented by Eveline Cosmetics, were made with use 
of the latest materials in DuPont™ Hytrel® technology. They ensure eye 
perfect make-up, precisely separating lashes and enabling cover of all hair 
even in the corners of the eyes. Extension Volume mascara has the unique 
composition of active ingredients that reinforces and rebuilds lashes from 
the bottom to the very tip. It also prevents lashes from falling out during 
make-up removal.

THICKENING AND SEPARATING MASCARA
100% WATERPROOF

• mega thickness
• spectacular extension
• separation with laser precision
• intense black pigment

LENGTHENING AND CURLING MASCARA

• immediate lengthening
• sensual, spectacular curl
• separation and shaping
• intense black pigment

 
BLACK 

WATERPROOF
JLTUEXTWOD  

5901761941524

 
BLACK

JLTUEXTPOG2
5907609335982    

 
BLACK

JLTUEXTWP2  
5907609339096                          

SET: 
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK1945EXWO2
5907609337214

SET: 
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK919EXTWP2
5907609352606
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EXTENSION VOLUME  
MASCARA

PUSH-UP
VOLUME & CURL MASCARA

Amazing brush with thick and short bristles perfectly adds volume and 
separates lashes. The rounded part lifts and curls lashes making the 
eyes look bigger and seductive.

 
BLACK

JLTUEXTPU
5901761966138 

BLACK
JLTUEXTWYDZ
5901761936988

SET:
11 PCS+ 1 TESTER

JPK2437EXPU
5901761973587

EXTENSION VOLUME  
MASCARA

EXTREME VOLUME & SHINE

Innovative mascara with caring argan oil  cares for your lashes while 
giving them extraordinary length.

The content of waxes makes the mascara sensually creamy, thanks 
to which it perfectly covers each lash without clumps and smudges.

Unique curved brush is delicate for  lashes. Maximally lengthens and 
additionally thickens lashes from their bottom to the tip, maiking the 
look become more clear.
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BLACK

JLTUVOLFIBS2  
5907609325853                          

 
BLACK

JLTUVOLFIBZ2
5907609325532    

SET:
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK740FIBSRN
5907609334138   

SET:
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK739FIBZLN
5907609334121

Innovative mascara that combines expert formula with revolutionary 
construction of silicone brush and proven effectiveness. Advanced, 
shiny formula Fiberlast 16h with mineral pigments will make your make-
up look last many hours. 
Choose the mascara to give you the result you want – always 
a stunning one! 

FULL VOLUME & LIFT UP & SEPARATION 
MASCARA

• impressive thickness of lashes – the 360 degree effect
• lashes lifted up to 45°
• perfect separation of lashes without clumps

LENGTH & CURL
MASCARA

•  sexy extension of lashes, up to 50%
•  long-lasting curving of the lashes

VOLUMIX FIBERLAST 
MASCARA

VOLUMIX FIBERLAST 
MASCARACreate the look of your dreams

ULTRA FALSE LASH EFFECT 

Amazing and new silicone brush designed to be loved! It’s enough to 
try once to be addicted.
First you can make your lashes maximally long and separated. Then 
add extreme volume.

You won’t be able to live without it.

 
BLACK

JLTUVOLFIBR
5901761966121

SET: 
11 PCS+ 1 TESTER

JPK2434FIBR
5901761973099
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ULTRA VOLUME MASCARA 

Revolutionary Magnetic Look mascara ensures immediate effect 
of maximally long and thick lashes. BEAUTY & CARE innovative 
formula of the mascara makes lashes long, thick and sharp. Profiled, 
silicone FLEXY BRUSH™ evenly spreads mascara onto lashes, not 
leaving clumps. Silicone microcombs thoroughly separate lashes 
and maximally lengthen and thicken each of them from the roots to 
the very tip. Formula rich in mineral pigments, carnauba natural wax 
and vitamins (A, E and F) complex perfectly reinforces, nourishes and 
conditions lashes. Prevents lashes from falling out and breaking, while 
stimulating their growth. 

MAGNETIC LOOK
MASCARA

 
BLACK

JLTUMAGLOOKZ
5907609389206

ULTRA LENGTH & VOLUME MASCARA 

Revolutionary Mega Size Lashes mascara gives immediate effect of 
maximally extended and thickened lashes. Innovative BEAUTY & CARE 
formula of the mascara makes lashes long, thick and sharp. Profiled, 
silicone DOUBLE BRUSH™ thoroughly spreads mascara onto lashes, 
not leaving clumps. Silicone microcombs thoroughly separate lashes 
and maximally lengthen and thicken each of them from the roots to the 
very tip. Formula rich in mineral pigments, rice wax, carnauba natural 
wax and vitamins (A, E and F) complex perfectly reinforces, nourishes 
and conditions lashes. Prevents lashes from falling out and breaking, 
while stimulating their growth.

MEGA SIZE LASHES 
MASCARA

 
BLACK

JLTUMEGASIZE
5907609389190

SET:
11 PCS + 1 TESTER

JPK1283MSIZ2
5907609394224
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LASH ACTIVATOR 3IN1

Innovative concentrated lash serum ADVANCE VOLUMIÉRE 
3 in 1 combines the features of restoring serum, hair growth 
activator and mascara primer. Patented bioRESTORE 
COMPLEX™ contains concentrate of selected ingredients 
ensuring deep regeneration, restoration and protection of 
hair structure. Specially designed flexible brush and satin  
texture of the serum make your eyes gain hypnotic look. 

GUARANTEED EXTREME EFFECTS:
• radical regeneration
• reinforcement and restoration of hair structure 
• spectacular growth of lashes
• delightful, sensual volume
• professional protection

ADVANCE VOLUMIÉRE 

 
WHITE

JLTUADVOL
5907609337559

8 IN 1 
TOTAL ACTION 

CONCENTRATED LASH SERUM

Unique formula of the serum, thanks to high concentration 
of active ingredients, ensures visible effects. Known 
for exceptional properties: d-panthenol, soy proteins, 
hyaluronic acid, argan oil effectively regenerate, protect, 
support rebuilding and growth of lashes and prevent their 
breaking and falling out. It makes weak, matt lashes regain 
resilience and brilliant shine.

APPLY CONCENTRATED SERUM 8IN1 
WHEN YOUR LASHES ARE:
1. weak
2. breakable
3. dull
4. short
5. thin
6. faded
7. falling out
8. slowly growing

The product is fragrances-free. Recommended also for 
people wearing contact lenses and having sensitive eyes.  
Specially designed elastic brush and satin consistency of 
the serum make your eyes gain hypnotic look. 

 
WHITE

JLTU8W1LASHT
5901761909982

SET:
8 PCS+1 TESTER

JPK1635LT8W1
5901761914603

SET:
8 PCS + 1 TESTER

JPK2031ADV
5901761902945
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SOS LASH BOOSTER 

MULTI-PURPOSE LASH SERUM 
WITH ARGAN OIL 5 IN 1

SOS Lash Booster Lash Serum 5in1 is an innovative product which 
combines properties of rebuilding serum, hair growth activator and 
mascara base. Innovative formula rich in advanced active ingredients 
acting in synergy with argan oil shows strong regenerating and 
nourishing properties. Perfectly thickens lashes. bioHYALURON 
COMPLEX™ rich in hyaluronic acid penetrates into lashes structure, 
strengthens and stimulates their growth. LUXURY OF YOUTH 
COMPLEX™ technology perfectly moisturizes, restores lashes and 
protects hair structure. 

Regular use of the serum makes lashes thicker, longer, stronger and 
less prone to falling out. 

CONCENTRATED LASH GROWTH 
STIMULATING SERUM

Concentrated Lash Growth Stimulating Serum is based on innovative 
4D NUTRI LASH COMPLEX formula with ultra-effective ingredients: 
BIMATOPROST, SILK, BIOTIN and D-PANTHENOL. 
Together they provide exeptional lash density, lengthening and 
reinforcement.*

*Test on selected group of women for 8 weeks.

Dermatologically and ophtalmologically tested.

 
WHITE

JLTUSOSULTBO
5907609395283

SET:
8 PCS + 1 TESTER

JPK2032BOOS
5901761903003

REVELASH

JLTUODZREV
5901761963250
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BROW & GO 8 IN 1 
TOTAL ACTION 

DARK
JLTUKOR8W1HE
5901761910568

CORRECTOR 
GRADUALLY COLORING EYEBROW

Corrector immediately gives color to eyebrow, adds shine, optically 
thickens and models. At the same time, thanks to the coloring complex 
with henna, it gradually darkens eyebrow. 

After 14 days of application you can enjoy clear, darker eyebrow, even 
after washing off the corrector. The effect lasts 10 days.
Gel texture and special patented brush makes the corrector extremely 
handy and easy to use.

1. Immediately gives color
2. Visibly darkens in 14 days
3. Gives shine
4. Cares
5. Styles
6. Optically regulates
7. Combs
8. Optically thickens

Corrector with henna

Eyebrow mascara with fibres

BROW & GO 
EYEBROW MASCARA WITH FIBRES

New eyebrow mascara with tiny, extremely precise brush 
perfectly emphasizes the eyebrows, giving character to the 
look.
Durable formula contains delicate microfibers that add volu-
me to the eyebrows and fill in the spaces between the hair.
Available in two colours: Light and Dark

Tiny, extremely
precise brush 

 
2

JLTUBRWI02
5901761997590

 
1

JLTUBRWI01
5901761997606
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BROW MULTIFUNCTION 
STYLER 3 IN 1

BROW MULTIFUNCTION STYLER 3 IN 1

Perfect brow – it’s so simple!
Brow Multifunction Styler 3 in 1 thank to handy application and 
innovative, compact form of the packaging saves your time and 
space in your beauty bag. 

It styles your brow in 3 easy steps: 

1. Specially profiled stick will give the brow shape and color.
2. Powder with a soft sponge applicator easily fills the brow.
3. Precise brush ― combs and models the brow giving them 
perfect shape.

Ideal eyebrow in 3 steps

MEDIUM BROWN 01
JMKKBRW3W101
5901761965841

DARK BROWN 02
JMKKBRW3W102
5901761966732

EYEBROW POMADE

EYEBROW POMADE

Eyebrow pomade perfectly highlights, models and gives color. 
Waterproof, long-lasting formula does not smudge and stays all day.  

Handy, double-sided applicator allows for precise application of the 
pomade as well as eyebrow shaping and styling.

SOFT BROWN
JMKKBRWPOMLB

5901761984644

DARK BROWN
JMKKBRWPOMDB

5901761984651

BLONDE
JMKKBRWPOMBL

5903416008002

PERFECT BROW SHAPE

SET:
10 PCS + 2 TESTERS
JPK2483BS3W1
5901761976014

SET: 
10 PCS + 2 TESTERS

JPK2672BRPOM
5901761995541
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01
JMKCIEBRW01
5901761957631

ALL IN ONE
PROFESSIONAL EYEBROW 

SET

PROFESSIONAL 
EYEBROW MAKE-UP AND STYLING KIT

Compact, universal set has everything you need in order to naturally 
underline the eyebrows and give them neat look.
The set contains two matt eyebrow shadows that you can freely mix in 
order to obtain ”tailor-made” color. Soft wax will perfectly work to fix 
the color and will perfectly complement eyebrows make-up. 

1 – darker shadow
2 – lighter shadow
3 – wax

Additionally the set contains practical applicator with cut brush 
facilitating product application. 

Eyebrows modeling has never been so easy!

PERFECTLY ENHANCED EYEBROW LINE!

Eyebrow corrector perfectly enhances eyebrow and gives them 
appropriate outline. 
Latest generation Big Ball Brush™ with rounded top ensures precise 
application of the corrector without smudging the skin out of the 
eyebrow line. Advanced formula of the product improves condition of 
the eyebrow ― reinforces them, nourishes and thickens. 

Achieve the effect of beautiful and outlined eyebrows by choosing 
transparent version perfect for all eyebrow shades or one of two tints: 
light or dark.

EYEBROW CORRECTOR 
5 IN 1 

LIGHT
JLTUKORBRWIL
5901761911121

DARK
JLTUKORBRWID
5901761911138

BEFORE AFTER
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EYELINER MARKER 

New eyeliner marker is extremely easy and handy to use. Its thin and 
extraordinarily flexible ending spreads evenly, enabling drawing uniform 
and even line with one stroke of applicator. It is unusually durable and 
does not smudge. Long-lasting formula makes the effect of precisely 
applied eyeliner remain on the eyelid for up to 24h. Specially developed 
formula provides intense and rich in black pigments tint.

EYELINER MARKER

BLACK  
JMKKEYEPENC2
5907609339218

BLACK  
JMKKEYEPREC
5901761977547

PRECISE 
BRUSH LINER

PRECISE BRUSH LINER

New liner ended with a precise, soft brush that makes drawing the line 
exceptionally easy. Allows to achieve different effects on the eye.

Innovative formula makes the line resistant to wearing off and last up 
to 24 hours.

SET:
8 PCS + 1 TESTER

JPK2607EYPRE
5901761990492

SET:
11 PCS + 1 TESTER
JPK2490EYEP
5901761977202

Ideal for both beginners
and experienced make-up artists
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LIQUID EYELINER

Ideally underlines and brings out the natural beauty and shape of the 
eyes. Specially selected applicator helps to draw a perfect contour 
without smudging. The eyeliner stays on the eyelids all day long.

The product was dermatologically and ophthalmologically tested. 
It does not cause any allergic reactions. The eyeliner may be applied by 
the person wearing contact lenses.

LIQUID PRECISION 
LINER

Precise
highlight of your look

BLACK 
JLE01N

5901964041380

BLACK MATT
JLE01MAT

5901761910797 

ULTRA PRECISE EYELINER

Experience the new ultra precise Celebrities eyeliner. Its unique, super 
thin brush makes perfectly thin and regular line on the eyelid. Allows 
for correcting the eye contour and giving the desired shape to it. 
Its biphasic texture makes it exceptionally durable and not crumble 
in even the most extreme conditions. Maximally moistureproof and 
resistant to frequent changes in the temperature. Does not smudge, 
thanks to which the make-up looks fresh and perfect all day long.

EFFECTS: • depth and sensuality of the look • reliable durability all 
day long

CELEBRITIES EYELINER
Magic of the look, precision of application

BLACK 
JLE01CELE

5907609332677

BROWN
JLE01CELEBR 

5907609332684 

  
VIOLET

JLE01CELEF 
5901761931471 

 
WIDELASH

JLE01CELEWL
5901761936704

SET:
10 PCS + 2 TESTERS

JPK2492EYCCZ
5901761977240
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BLACK 
JMKKRKAJCZ 

5901761915112

MEGAMAX
KAJAL EYELINER PENCIL

Automatic Kajal eyeliner pencil, thanks to intense pigmentation, allows 
to create unique, exotic eye make-up. The pencil has creamy silky 
texture, which allows to draw a line without an effort. Specially selected 
raw materials make the pencil not smudge, break, crumble. Formula 
enriched with natural carnauba wax does not dry the delicate skin of 
eyelids.
The cosmetic does not irritate sensitive eyes area. 

KAJAL 
EYELINER PENCIL

WATERPROOF 
EYELINER PENCIL 

WATERPROOF EYELINER PENCIL

Truly waterproof eyeliner pencil with modern, exceptionally durable, 
gel formula contains highly concentrated pigments composition giving 
intensive color on the eyelid. Exceptionally delicate and easy to apply, 
allows to obtain perfect line just with one stroke. Quickly hardens, 
does not smear and does not leave mark on the eyelid.

THE EYELINER PENCIL CAN BE USED IN THREE DIFFERENT WAYS: 

1. ideal as the eyeliner for performing precise stroke along the lashes 
line,

2. without a problem you will underline the eye waterline,

3. you can also use it as a base eyeshadow while creating sensual, 
evening smoky eyes.

BLACK
JMKKEYEWKR
5901761936469

Stays even
up to 16h! 
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EYELINER PENCILS

LONG-WEAR EYE PENCIL 

Thanks to its ideal consistency it spreads smoothly and 
does not smudge on the eyelids. A reliable sharpener is built 
in the cap of the pencil. It sharpens precisely which allows 
for maintaining the ending of the stick in optimal sharpness, 
thanks to which the application is easy, and the line of the 
stroke perfect. 

Available in two colors: black and brown.

BLACK 
JMKKBLACKKRC
5901761937404

BROWN
JMKKBROWNKR 
5901761941777 

BEAUTY LINE EYELINER PENCIL

Extremely soft pencil for eye make-up. It has a light, suitably 
soft consistency that easily spreads on the eyelid.
A reliable sharpener is built in the cap of the pencil. It sharpens 
precisely which allows for maintaining the ending of the stick in 
optimal sharpness, thanks to which the application is easy, and 
the line of the stroke perfect.

Perfectly underlined eyes

BLACK 
JMKKBLACK3

5901964015145

BROWN
JMKKBROWN2
5901964015152

BROWN
JMKKEYEMABR2
5907609333759

BLACK
JMKKEYEMACZ2 
5907609333704

VIOLET
JMKKEYEMAXF2
5907609333735

DARK BLUE
JMKKEYEMAXG2
5907609333728

GREY
JMKKEYEMASZ2 
5907609333711

GREEN
JMKKEYEMAXZ2
5907609333742

NUDE 
JMKKEYEMNUD 
5901761936445

WHITE 
JMKKEYEMWH 
5901761936452

AUTOMATIC EYE PENCIL WITH SPONGE

Handy automatic eye pencil with unique Eye Max Precision sponge 
applicator allows for making clear, matt and precise lines on the eyelid 
that underline and visually enlarge eyes. Special applicator made of 
soft latex is perfect for making fashionable ”smokey eyes” make-up.
Long-Lasting Effect 24h ultra-durable formula in combination with 
natural pigments will allow enjoying perfect eye make-up all day long. 
Make-up can be smoothly and quickly removed with any make-up 
remover.

STEP 1 
Make a very precise 
line

STEP 2
Use an eye  sponge 
to  spread the  edges

USING AN EYE PENCIL TO MODEL THE EYES 
How does it work:

SET:
32 PCS + 8 TESTERS

JPK2365EYMAX
5901761965322

EYE MAX PRECISION
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LIPS 
Choose the lipstick 
and lip gloss right for you!

COMBINATION OF 
COLOR AND LIP CARE 2 IN 1

Lips are the very important element of woman’s image. Perfect lips 
are also the ideal tool for seduction. Perfectly neat lips are those that 
look tempting, are treated with a lip balm and highlighted with a color 
lipstick. However, using two cosmetics is time consuming. Therefore, 
using the exceptional cosmetic from  OH! my KISS series, which com-
bines the advantages of a lipstick and a lip balm, is the ideal solu-
tion. Wide range of 14 trendy colors helps each woman to choose the 
perfect shade. The cosmetic emphasizes the color of the lips with the 
selected shade and brings out their natural shine, restoring comfort, 
moisturization as well as providing protection. The formula, enriched 
with cutting-edge peptide complex and shea butter, nourishes and 
smoothes lips, making them softer. 

tempting and well cared 
for ideally neat lips

01
JLPKPOKISS01
5901761994247

02
JLPKPOKISS02
5901761994278

03
JLPKPOKISS03
5901761994308 

04
JLPKPOKISS04
5901761994339

05
JLPKPOKISS05
5901761994360

06
JLPKPOKISS06
5901761994391 

07
JLPKPOKISS07
5901761994421

08
JLPKPOKISS08
5901761994452

09
JLPKPOKISS09
5901761994483 

10
JLPKPOKISS10
5901761994513

11
JLPKPOKISS11
5901761994544

12
JLPKPOKISS12
5901761994575 

13
JLPKPOKISS13
5901761994605

14
JLPKPOKISS14
5901761994636 

OH! MY KISSLipstick and balm

SET 1: 
COLORS: 01, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07

JPK2782PKIS   
5903416003311

SET 2:
COLORS: 08, 09, 10, 11, 13, 14

JPK2789PKIS               
5903416006558
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MATT MAGIC 
Long-lasting lip cream

01
JLBL4MAMT01
5901761977417

02
JLBL4MAMT02
5901761977424

03
JLBL4MAMT03
5901761977431 

04
JLBL4MAMT04
5901761977448

05
JLBL4MAMT05
5901761977455

06
JLBL4MAMT06
5901761977462 

MATT MAGIC LIP CREAM

It is the real magic of lip make-up, the depth of the 
color, the satin, soft matt combined with exceptional 
comfort of wearing.

Thanks to the increased amount of pigment, the 
lipstick gives the lips exceptionally rich color and 
full coverage, without smearing and time consuming 
corrections.

OH! MY LIPS
LIQUID MATT LIPSTICK 
& CONTOUR LIP LINER

Oh My Lips! is a set of perfectly matched make-up cosmetics: smooth matt 
lipstick and the same color lip liner.
The formula, rich in vitamin E and MOIST-IN COLOUR SYSTEM complex, 
ensures optimal level of moisturization.
The long-lasting, micro-pigmented lipstick formula provides the perfect 
opacity for hours. The comfortable applicator guarantees even distribution 
of lipstick, giving perfect make-up, matt finish in seconds. The innovative 
formula, with a smooth, creamy formula, allows for precise modelling, 
perfect highlight of the lines and color contours. The set gives you instant 
access to a professional and lasting ”make-up” effect.

Matt lip kit

01
JLBL4LIPSK01
5901761966671

02
JLBL4LIPSK02
5901761966688

03
JLBL4LIPSK03
5901761966695

04
JLBL4LIPSK04
5901761966701 

05
JLBL4LIPSK05
5901761966718

06
JLBL4LIPSK06
5901761966725

07
JLBL4LIPSK07
5901761969658

08
JLBL4LIPSK08
5901761969665

SET: 
32 PCS+8 TESTERS
JPK2482MLIPS
5901761976007
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VELVET MATT 
LIPSTICK

AQUA PLATINUM
LIPSTICK Depth of colour, power of moisturization

429
JLPKAQPN429K
5907609321862

476
JLPKAQP476K2
5901761974775

478
JLPKAQPN478
5907609386373

480
JLPKAQPN480
5907609386335

486
JLPKAQP486K2
5901761974805

492
JLPKAQP492K2
5901761974836

415
JLPKAQPN415
5907609321725

482
JLPKAQPN482
5907609396310

485
JLPKAQPN485
5907609396341

488
JLPKAQPN488
5907609396372

491
JLPKAQPN491
5901761913040

493
JLPKAQPN493
5901761913293

COVERAGE LIPSTICK

Innovative formula of Aqua Platinum lipstick allows to obtain depth 
of color already after the first application. Creamy texture underlines 
the shape of lips, keeping them moisturized for many hours. Light and 
ultra-delicate formula cares for the lips, smoothes them and makes 
them deliciously attractive. Beautiful, intense color with a slight shine 
stays in place for about 6 hours.

RESULTS:

•  gives a beautiful, deep color
•  vitamin C and E nourish and regenerate the lips
•  contains UV filters

500
JLPKVMAT500 

5901761942088

501
JLPKVMAT501 

5901761942095 

502
JLPKVMAT502K 
5901761942101 

510
JLPKVMA510 

5901761999716

511
JLPKVMA511 

5901761999822 

512
JLPKVMA512 

5901761999860 

503
JLPKVMAT503K 
5901761941036

506
JLPKVMAT506K 
5901761936179

507
JLPKVMA507K2 
5901761974621 

VELVET MATT LIPSTICK

Innovative formula of VELVET MATT lipstick allows to obtain real color 
depth with first application. 

Creamy consistency clearly underlines the fullness of the lips and 
gently moisturizes them for many hours. Silky soft and light formula 
enriched with candelilla wax ensures easy and nice application. 
Effectively smoothes, regenerates and soothes dried lip skin. 
Tasty scent makes  application a real pleasure.

EVELINE VELVET MATT lipstick guarantees: 
• matt, velvety finish of lips make-up
• ultra-saturated colours with pigments
• easy application
• intensive coverage
• creamy consistency
• exceptional durability
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01 - CRYSTAL
JLBL4GLOW01
5901761993226

02 - CANDY PINK
JLBL4GLOW02
5901761993233

03 - NEUTRAL NUDE
JLBL4GLOW03
5901761993240

04 - TRENDY CORAL
JLBL4GLOW04
5901761993257

05 - SPARKLING CARAMEL
JLBL4GLOW05
5901761993264

06 -  BABY NUDE
JLBL4GLOW06
5901761993271

SET:
24PCS + 6 TESTERS
JPK2721BGLOW
5901761985351

kissable lips,
extreme shine!

GLOW AND GO!
Lip gloss

XL LIP MAXIMIZER
Lip gloss with chilli

XL 
LIP MAXIMIZER

It is supposed to increase the volume of the lips 
through the action of ingredients that stimulate blood 
circulation in the skin.

The lip gloss formula contains:
• hyaluronic acid,
• chilli,
• jojoba oil,
• capsaicin
• and vitamins

The ingredients contained in lip gloss cause a tingling 
sensation, which leads to better blood circulation and 
enhancement of the lips. The lips are fuller, nourished 
and remain in good condition for a long time.

MAXIMIZER
XLXL

01
JLBL4LIPM01

5903416008262

02
JLBL4LIPM02

5903416008279

03
JLBL4LIPM03

5903416008286

04
JLBL4LIPM04

5903416008293

05
JLBL4LIPM05

5903416012313

06
JLBL4LIPM06

5903416012320

EXTREMELY SHINY LIP 
GLOSSES

EXTREME SHINE new lip glosses from GLOW 
and GO! series give the lips the effect of smooth, 
multidimensional color and enviable shine! Silky 
smooth and creamy texture covers the lips with soft, 
non-sticky film, ensuring the feeling of maximum 
comfort. They may be applied directly onto the lips, 
lip liner or lipstick. Fresh, fruity scent makes the 
application an exceptional pleasure.
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HYALURON LIP PUSH-UP 
SERUMNon-invasive, two-step lip enlarging treatment 

JPK2415ZPU 
5901761964967

NON-INVASIVE, 
TWO-STEP LIP ENLARGING TREATMENT

NON-INVASIVE, TWO-STEP LIP ENLARGING TREATMENT increases 
the volume of the lips, improves blood supply, moisturizes, smoothes 
tiny wrinkles around the lips.
The lips will be filled, nourished, smoothed and their color will improve 
(what is important to 40+ customers, when lip redness is fading and 
they become pale, low visible and their contour disappears).

Step 1 – performing one-minute lip peeling, the lips will be prepared for 
the next part of the treatment, their blood circulation will improve and 
a beautiful, juicy colour will come back. 

Step 2 – applying the boosting cream that penetrates into intercellular 
spaces and visibly increases lip volume.

The effect of enlarged lips lasts up to 12h. 

OH! MY LIPS
Lip maximizer

OH! MY LIPS
LIP MAXIMIZER

Volumizing lip glosses are the alternative to invasive lip 
enlarging treatments with hyaluronic acid. Bee venom 
and chilli pepper extract ensure the effect of full and 
enlarged lips as well as highlight their natural tone. Lip 
glosses intensely stimulate microcirculation of the lips, 
making them immediately and significantly increase 
their volume. Carefully selected active ingredients 
contained in the formula additionally regenerate and 
smoothe. Lips become fuller and the unique scent of 
the cosmetic makes the application a real pleasure.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
• HYALURONIC ACID
• JAJOBA OIL
• GINGER EXTRACT
• CAPSAICIN

  
 BEE VENOM

JLBL4OHMYJP
5903416001898

CHILI
JLBL4OHMYCH
5903416001904

Tempting
and seductive lips 
without the interference of aesthetic medicine!
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S.O.S. EXPERT 
INTENSIVE REPAIR LIP BALM 
WITH D-PANTHENOL

It is the effective lip balm for daily care of delicate lip skin. 
Provides immediate nourishment, eliminates epidermis dryness, 
irritation and exfoliation.

Active ingredient D-PANTHENOL ensures quick regeneration, effectively 
normalises protective functions of the skin, stimulates its regeneration. 
Shea butter restores elasticity to delicate lip skin, protects against 
dryness. Vitamin E protects the lips against harmful action of external 
factors. Bisabobol has anti-inflammatory and antibacterial action, 
soothes irritation. Eliminates lips dryness immediately after application. 
Kendi oil – certified, organic sensory oil, rich in omega 3 acids. Quickly 
penetrates deep into the skin, moisturizes and softens it .

EFFECT: immediate regeneration, long-lasting protection and effective 
delicate daily care at any time of the year.

JLPKLTPSOS
5901761984064

01
COCONUT 

JLBL12JKKO 
5903416007395

03
MANGO

JLBL12JKMA 
5903416007418

02
CHOCOLATE
JLBL12JKCZ 

5903416007401

Intensive repair lip balms

LIP THERAPY 
PROFESSIONAL

JUICY KISSES
Lip balm

JUICY, SWEET UNCOVER 
OF LIP BALM-BUTTER

Extremely aromatic and juicy lip balm-butter is the lip 
care product with the formula full of tropical fruits and 
vitamins. Effectively regenerates and nourishes the 
lips, leaving the feeling of moisturization and comfort. 
Formula of the balm, enriched with lanolin, beeswax, 
coconut oil, shea butter and vitamin E has intense 
repair, moisturizing and protective properties. Prevents 
premature skin aging, enhances its softness and 
restores elasticity.
Tropical scent pampers the senses, making the 
application of the balm a great pleasure.
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INTENSELY REGENERATING 
LIP COSMETICS

Series contains the set of natural moisturizing and nourishing 
ingredients, including shea butter, castor oil, coconut oil, kukui nut 
oil and natural waxes that moisturize and form the protective barrier. 

Such a rich composition is complemented by aloe vera that soothes 
and regenerates chapped, dehydrated and irritated lips. 

Vitamin A+E complex contained in the formula enhances elasticity of 
the epidermis and has anti-aging effect.

High gloss formula is based on mineral pigments and mica particles, 
giving subtle, natural shade.  

Vegan Friendly cosmetic

INTENSELY REGENERATING 
LIP MASK

It is the innovative lip treatment with silky formula that moisturizes, 
nourishes and protects the lips, restoring their natural, healthy look.
Formula containing: plant collagen, hyaluronic acid, Centella asiatica 
extract, green tea and camellia extract and shea butter intensely 
regenerates the lips and deeply moisturizes them. 

Additionally, lips are protected against dehydration and regain their 
healthy look and natural, rose color. The mask guarantees maximum 
comfort of use.  

The packaging has practical, travel format and contains 3 masks. 

S.O.S. EXPERT S.O.S. EXPERT 

JDLTSOSMAS    
5901761996289  

JLPKLTSOSRED 
5901761998665  

JLPKLTSOSNUD 
5901761998672  

JLPKLTSOSCAR 
5901761996296  

careFORMULA

 JLPKLTSOSROS 
5901761998658  
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NAILS

HYBRID 
PROFESSIONAL

HYBRID 
PROFESSIONAL 

Hybrid Professional nail polishes is the 
palette of 16 colors and specially selected 
base and top. Wide, comfortable brush 
and easy to apply formula will enable 
you to perform ideal, professional hybrid 
manicure without leaving home. You can 
enjoy its durability even up to two weeks.

Hybrid base is the basis for hybrid 
manicure. Its main task is to protect nail 
plate (it is the only coat that sticks to it 
directly) and to increase adhesion of 
a nail polish. At the same time the base 
evens nail plate, thus the manicure is 
perfect.

The task of the hybrid top is to increase  
durability of manicure (the top “closes” 
nail polish and protects it) and to provide  
beautiful, long-lasting glow.

Gel polish UV/LED

290
JLL5HYBR290

5901761937107

291
JLL5HYBR291

5901761937114

294
JLL5HYBR294

5901761937145

298
JLL5HYBR298

5901761937626

300
JLL5HYBR300

5901761937671

302
JLL5HYBR302

5901761937701

307
JLL5HYBR307

5901761938005

310
JLL5HYBR310

5901761978612

311
JLL5HYBR311

5901761978629

312
JLL5HYBR312

5901761978636

BASE
JLL5HYBRBAZ
5901761937183

TOP
JLL5HYBRTOP
5901761937190

330
JLL5HYBR330

5901761997569

313
JLL5HYBR313

5901761978643

314
JLL5HYBR314

5901761984781

315
JLL5HYBR315

5901761984798

316
JLL5HYBR316

5901761984804

322
JLL5HYBR322

5901761987379

Enjoy its durability 
even up to two weeks
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GEL LAQUE GEL LAQUE Nail polishNail polish

34
JLL8GEL34 

5903416008019

35
JLL8GEL35

5903416008026

44
JLL8GEL44 

5903416010210

45
JLL8GEL45

5903416010227

54
JLL8GEL54 

5903416010302

55
JLL8GEL55

5903416010319

36
JLL8GEL36 

5903416008033

37
JLL8GEL37

5903416008040

46
JLL8GEL46 

5903416012597

47
JLL8GEL47

5903416010234

56
JLL8GEL56 

5903416010326

57
JLL8GEL57

5903416010333

38
JLL8GEL38 

5903416008057

39
JLL8GEL39

5903416008064

48
JLL8GEL48 

5903416010241

49
JLL8GEL49

5903416010258

40
JLL8GEL40 

5903416010173

41
JLL8GEL41

5903416010180

50
JLL8GEL50 

5903416010265

51
JLL8GEL51

5903416010272

42
JLL8GEL42 

5903416010197

43
JLL8GEL43

5903416010203

52
JLL8GEL52 

5903416010289

53
JLL8GEL53

5903416010296

GEL LAQUE

New collection consists of 24 shiny and durable 
colors in elegant and handy bottles. Wide brush 
allows to easily and quickly perform beautiful 
manicure with GEL EFFECT, with no need to 
use UV/LED lamp.

Modern formula of the nail polish dries quickly 
and stays on the nails for a long time.

SET 2
COLORS: 35,37,38,40, 

42,45,47,49,51,53,55,57
JPK2818GEL

5903416012740

SET 1
COLORS: 34,36,39,41 

43,44,46,48,50,52,54,56
JPK2817GEL

5903416012726

Allows to achieve 
gel manicure shiny effect

with no UV/LED lamp
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MINI MAX
Colorful inspirations!

 190
JLL5MIMA190

5901761940930

 685
JLL5MIMAX685
5907609384171

 496
JLL5MIMAX496
5907609357243

 684
JLL5MIMAX684
5907609384164

 927
JLL5MIMAX927
5901761903881

 253 
JLL5MIMAX253
5907609357304

 00
JLL5MIMAX00

5907609351890

 135
JLL5MIMA135

5901761941173

 371
JLL5MIMAX371
5907609351951

 375
JLL5MIMAX375
5907609352514

 521
JLL5MIMAX521
5907609351975

 601
JLL5MIMAX601
5907609352446

 688 
JLL5MIMAX688
5907609384232

847 
JLL5MIMAX847
5907609394781

MiniMAX  
QUICK DRY & LONG-LASTING
 
Delicate, neutral or classic nail colors reflect your balance  
and impeccability. Choose a nail polish color that will match 
your mood or fit the occasion and at the same time won’t 
dominate your look. MiniMAX quick dry & long-lasting line of 
nail polish offers a wide range of colors and a quick dry effect.

COLOR EDITION

COLOR EDITION 
NAIL POLISH

12 fashionable colors from Color Edition Nail Polish 
and handy Big Brush™ guarantee professional 
manicure. Wide brush makes the application 
extremely easy and fast.

Color Edition Nail Polish provides ideal color 
coverage, while the innovative formula Fast 
Dry & Long-Lasting will allow you to enjoy 
phenomenal manicure for a long time.

30
JLL12LINT30   

5907609387141

 099
JLL12LIN099

5901761915464

100
JLL12LIN100K

5901761915471

101
JLL12LIN101K

5901761915488

122
JLL12LIN122K

5901761939118

123
JLL12LI123K2

5901761975840

124
JLL12LI124K2

5901761967166

128
JLL12LI128K2

5901761974713

129
JLL12LI129K2

5901761974744

130
JLL12LIN130

5901761939194

131
JLL12LI131K2

5901761974652

914
JLL12LIN914

5907609397782

Fast Dry 
& Long-Lasting

Classics
never go out

of style
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NAIL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL

TOP QUALITY 
AND INNOVATION MISSION

Eveline brand since years remains the undisputed leader in nail 
conditioners segment, reporting high dynamics of sales. Not only 
broad and comprehensive portfolio (products reinforcing nail plate, 
cuticle care conditioners, base coats, top coats, dryers, etc.) is 
behind the huge success of this brand, but also distinguished on the 
market and outstanding quality – conditioners of our production with 
exceptionally effective, unique formula are invariably the bestsellers 
on the market. Prized every year in many prestigious cosmetic 
competitions, plebiscites and consumer services, they provide the 
brand with tremendous recognition and unfailing trust of millions of 
women.
We find the distinctions awarded very important, as the consumers 
and their expectations are the superior value and continuous 
inspiration. Our philosophy is simple. Each day, thanks to the strong 
competitive advantage, technological expertise and innovation, we 
persist in our efforts to create even more perfect and disruptive 
products, which are competitively priced. 
As the brand number 1 in Nail Care category we continuously 
have our fingers on the pulse on what is new, effective and better 
responding to the needs of manicure and pedicure. Our consumers 
appreciate it - Eveline conditioners enjoy the highest loyalty, being 
the brand of first choice for many women worldwide. 

* Quantitative sales leader in nailcare category. Total Poland with Discounters 01-12 2017 
according to Nielsen. Complete data: www.eveline.eu

SOS FOR CUTICLES AND NAILS

Aid and relief for cuticles nail matrix regeneration 
Is the intense regenerating care program for rough cuticles and weak nails. 
Powerful formula based on the raw materials with clinically proven effciencies 
contains certified, organic substances. Composition of biologically active 
natural ingredients, such as BIO-shea, BIO-cupuaçu and BIO-propolis ensures 
maximum moisturization and deep regeneration for overgrown cuticles and thin 
nails. Aloe Vera juice, biotin and D-panthenol effectively restore the lipid coat, 
soothe and calm. The cream contains 10% of DERMA-REPAIR™ specialized 
complex that eliminates the problem of so called „hangnails” (hard, dry, 
irritated cuticles), prevents cuticles from growing onto the plate and rebuilds 
and strengthens the nails.

MULTINOURISHING NAIL AND CUTICLES 
BIO OIL 

Intensively moisturized cuticles and shine nails 
Is the professional daily care product that improves look and condition of cuticles 
and shines nails. Contains biologically active natural ingredients COSMOS certified. 
Cold pressed, organic bio-oils (BIO-avocado, BIO-jojoba, BIO-macadamia), 
enriched with vitamins cocktail ensure optimal daily care for weak, dull nails and 
delicate cuticles. Rich formula of the oil deeply nourishes and polishes nail plate – it 
becomes perfectly elastic and shiny. Regular use prevents cuticles from tearing 
and growing onto the nails. SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT: • prevents dryness and 
makes the cuticles soft • prevents cracking and tearing • nourishes and firms 
nails – restores vitality and healthy shine. 100% vegan. Mineral oils free.

JLL12NTBSOSA
5903416001447

JLL12NTBOLIA
5903416001454

Beautiful, healthy and neat nails with immediate effect

KERATIN PRO

Rebulding and hardening nail conditioner-serum
Innovative formula of the serum-conditioner, rich in an ultra-effective 
composition of active ingredients, intensively reinforces the nail tips exposed 
to cracking, mechanical damage and splitting. KERATIN PRO conditioner 
is also an excellent regenerating treatment after hybrid or acrylic manicure. 
K++ Strong Nails innovative formula comprising Pistacia Lentiscus and 
Alium Sativum Extract effectively reinforces the structure of the nail plate, 
stimulating production of keratin – the important component of the nail. 
Serum-conditioner enriched with lemon and eucalyptus oils evens the colour 
of the nail plate and protects it against dryness. The oils restore proper level 
of moisturisation and exceptional elasticity to the nail. 

JLL5NTKERAHS
5901761984026
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Beautiful, healthy and neat nails with immediate effect

EXPRESS HARD 

Immediate reconstruction 
POWER-NAIL™ ultra-fast formula is actively involved in the nail repair 
process. Increases the cohesion of keratin fibres, saturating the nail 
plate with substances enhancing its strength and look. The nails 
become thicker, stronger and more resilient – as if they were restored. 
They delight with smoothness and healthy shine. The treatment 
effectively prevents split ends and fragility. 100% vegan. 

REBUILD & REPAIR CONDITIONER 
FOR DAMAGED NAILS
Inspired by clinical research, ultra-concentrated formula contains 
the true richness of beneficial repair ingredients - keratin, silica 
from the Sea of Japan, vitamins E + F, bamboo extract, nutritional 
algae. They provide an extremely strong nutritional, regenerating and 
strenghtening effect, visibly improving nail condition. The conditioner 
permanently eliminates the problem of splitting, breaking and 
cracking and supports the growth. Suitable for all types of nails – also 
extremely damaged and sensitized, as well as a treatment between 
professional manicure procedures, including a hybrid manicure.

SUPER-DRY TOP COAT 5IN1 

Top coat & express nail polish dryer
Thanks to the special polymer formula with UV filters the nails remain 
extremely hard, protected (mechanical damage, water, detergents, 
etc.), smooth and delightfully shiny for up to 10 days. Carefully 
developed composition of active ingredients contains sweet almonds 
nourishing oil, which additionally cares and firms brittle, thin nail plate. 
Used promptly after application of the nail polish, the preparation 
accelerates its drying. 100% vegan.

JLL12NTEHA
5903416001430

JLL12NTTZP
5901761991512 

JLL12NTTOPWA
5903416001423

DIAMOND HARD AND SHINY NAILS

Nail strenghtener with diamonds
Extreme strengthener protects weak nails against breaks, cracks 
and brittles. Formula with titanium and diamonds creates on 
nail surface extremely hard coat that protects from brittleness, 
breaking and damages. Strengthens and deeply moisturizes, 
providing nails elasticity and healthy look.

JLL12NTDIAHS
5901761971934

NAIL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL
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NAIL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL

8IN1 TOTAL ACTION

Intensive nail conditioner
Revolutionary formula with active Hard 4 Nail Technology™ 
complex that penetrates nail structure, effectively regenerating and 
reconstructing it. Tightens, maximally hardens and stimulates the 
growth of nail plate. Improves firmness making nails more resistant to 
mechanical injuries. Protects against cracking, braking and splitting. 
Helps to restore smooth surface and gloss shine to damaged and 
matt nails.

JLL12NT8ABFH
5901761971903

8in1 Total Action

MULTIFUNCTION NAIL CONDITIONER 
8IN1 TOTAL ACTION GOLDEN SHINE

Ensures complex care and regeneration 
of damaged, brittle nails with splitting ends
Luxury formula enriched with titanium effectively hardens soft nails 
and smoothes nail plate, filling micro-cavities in the nail structure. 
Unique nourishing complex stimulates nail plate growth, prevents 
against cracking, breaking and splitting. Delicate particles of gold 
dust in the conditioner illuminate nail plate giving it golden luxury look.

JLL12NT8GAHS
5901761972436

MULTIFUNCTION NAIL CONDITIONER 
8IN1 TOTAL ACTION SILVER SHINE

Ensures complex care and regeneration 
of damaged, brittle nails with splitting ends
Luxury formula enriched with titanium effectively hardens soft nails 
and smoothes nail plate, filling micro-cavities in the nail structure. 
Unique nourishing complex stimulates nail plate growth, prevents 
against cracking, breaking and splitting. Delicate particles of silver 
dust in the conditioner illuminate nail plate giving it silver luxury look. 

JLL12NT8SAHS
5901761971873

8IN1 SENSITIVE

Sensitive version of the bestselling 8 in 1 total 
action nail conditioner dedicated for fragile nails 
Formula enriched with natural aldehyde is specially designed to 
guarantee delicate, but effective nail care even for most fragile nails. 
Tightens, maximally hardens and helps nails to grow. Improves 
firmness making nails more resistant to mechanical injuries. Protects 
against cracking, breaking and splitting. Helps to restore smooth 
surface and glossy shine to damaged and matt nails. It dries to form 
a hard film that resists to abrasion and wear. 

JLL12NT81SAH
5901761938111

Beautiful, healthy and neat nails with immediate effect
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REVITALUM NAIL HARDENER 
AFTER HYBRID MANICURE
Innovative reconstructing and hardening formula is dedicated to 
thin and weak nails after hybrid manicure removal. Concentrated 
conditioner penetrates into the nail structure, ensuring maximum 
hardening and regeneration. Seals, prevents breaking and 
supports healthy growth of nails.
Its formula may be safely used even onto damaged, extremely 
thin nails. It is recommended to use it at intervals between hybrid 
manicure, as periodic regeneration and reinforcement of the nail 
plate.

JLL12NTAHUHS
5901761965698

REVITALLUM AFTER HYBRID SENSITIVE

Rebulding conditioner for sensitive nails
The main ingredient of Revitallum After Hybrid Sensitive conditioner is 
the resinous juice produced by PISTACIA LENTISCUS tree, originating 
from Greek Island of Chios. The resin, that falls on the ground as drops, 
when hardened takes on the shape of crystals known as „crystalline 
tears”. These drops produce oil with extraordinary nail strengthening 
properties.  This ingredient not only hardens and strengthens, but 
also supports the synthesis of keratin, the main component of the nail. 

Dedicated to people with delicate nail. 

JLL12NTAHSHS
5901761971767

SOS BRITTLE AND BROKEN NAILS

Multivitamin conditioner with calcium 
and collagen
Multipurpose extreme strengthener is a quick help for splitted and 
brittle nails. Complex, fast acting treatment is an ideal solution 
for weak, damaged and split nails. Regenerating formula with 
vitamins, calcium and collagen precisely melts with nails, rebuilds, 
regenerates and hardens to the maximum. Within 10 days of SOS 
treatment, from day to day nails become exceptionally strong, 
elastic and beautiful.

JLL12NTSABHS
5901761971965

Beautiful, healthy and neat nails with immediate effectNAIL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL

EXTREME GROWTH

Protein nail conditioner & base coat 
Nail Therapy EXTREME GROWTH is the unique, concentrated nail conditioner 
containing Protein+ revolutionary complex. It contains silk, wheat, soya and 
corn natural proteins responsible for proper nail moisturisation, elasticity 
and restoration. Makes the nail smooth, shiny and regenerated. Effectively 
hardening and reinforcing oil from Pistacia Ientiscus tree growing on the 
Greek island of Chios, prevents brittleness and fragility of the nail plate, 
stimulating the production of its essential building materials. Thus, the nails 
are maximally reinforced and protected against damage, which allows for 
their growth in a good condition.

JLL12NTPROT
5901761988888
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MAXIMUM NAILS GROWTH

Nails growth quickener
Professional, extremely intensive program for everyday nails 
treatment providing efective strengthening and maximum 
nails growth. Formula enriched with silk proteins that precisely 
strengthen and tighten nails. 

Conditioner created for weak, thin and brittle nails, makes nails 
long and beautiful within 10 days of treatment.

JLL12NTWZBFH
5901761972498

JLL12NTWYBN 
5907609343727

INSTANTLY WHITER AND MORE 
BEAUTIFUL NAILS 3IN1

Whitening and smoothening treatment
Lightens nails and eliminates all discolorations arisen due to nail 
plate over-dryness or extended application of colour polishes. 
Used as a base creates protective coat preventing natural nail from 
repeated yellowing. Enhances polish wearability, prevents from 
chipping and makes removal easier. Recommended for use under 
dark and glitter polishes.

Gives nails delicate, milky colour and makes them neat and healthy.

NAIL CEMENT

Reconstructing and filling nail conditioner 
& base coat
Mechanical damages, abrasions, cracks, detergents or chemical 
treatments may significantly weaken nail plate and contribute to 
formation of furrows and micro cavities on its surface, invisible 
to the naked eye. Nails micro damages worsen their condition 
and resistance to breaking and make manicure less durable. 
Formula of the Nails Cement, rich in vitamins E, C and F as well as 
D-panthenol, perfectly evens nail plate, precisely fills cavities and 
overcomes micro damages. 

JLL12NTCEM
5901761938692

Beautiful, healthy and neat nails with immediate effectNAIL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL

JLL5N6W1FHS
5901761907483

JLL5N6W1RHS
5901761907469

6IN1 CARE & COLOUR • FRENCH • ROSE

Color nail conditioner
Revolutionary and unique formula with active Colour & Double 
Strong™ complex penetrates deep into nail plate structure, thus 
effectively regenerating and rebuilding it. Tightens, maximally 
smoothens and makes damaged, matt nails regain even surface and 
shine. Makes nails elastic, enhancing their resistance to mechanical 
damage. Protects nails against cracking, breaking and splitting.

• MEGA DURABILITY • INTENSE REGENERATION
• LONG-LASTING SHINE • MAXIMUM PROTECTION
• QUICK-DRY FORMULA • PROFESSIONAL EFFECT
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JLL12NTARAHS
5901761900729

JLL12NTXTREA
5901761902082

JLL12NTSKOHS
5907609333506

Beautiful, healthy and neat nails with immediate effectNAIL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL

JLL12NTSGRHS
5901761956610

JLL12NTS9W1
5901761956320

PROFESSIONAL NAIL 
CUTICLE REMOVER

Stop excess cuticle growth
Professional product that quickly, easily 
and effectively removes dry, rough and 
excessive cuticles around nails, without the 
risk of injuries. Prevents tearing, cracking or 
excess growth of cuticles.

Contains avocado oil, which calms, smoothes 
and intensively moisturizes cuticles.

THERAPY SUPPORTING 
THE TREATMENT OF MYCOSIS
Specially developed formula is recommended as 
a therapy and prevention of fungal infections of nails. 
Active ingredients of the therapy penetrate deep 
inside the nails in order to inhibit the development 
of microorganisms and effectively protect against 
mycosis. Immediately ensures healthy look of nails, 
covers imperfections and illuminates the nail plate.

Used regularly, the conditioner becomes strong 
protective shield against all type of infections and 
improves the nails look.

NO BIOCIDAL PRODUCT AGAINST MYCOSIS

9IN1 TOTAL ACTION ANTI-RIDGE 
& ANTI-SPOT TOE NAIL TREATMENT

Mechanical damage and also chemical treatments 
cause furrows and micro damage of nails, also 
such, that cannot be seen directly. Micro damages 
of nails worsen their condition and also make the 
colour nail polish less durable. 9IN1 TOTAL ACTION 
CONDITIONER contains the unique concentrated 
multi-nourishing complex: keratin, vitamins A+E+F, 
sea minerals and calcium proteins. The formula 
reconstructs the nail plate, extremely smoothing it 
and filling micro damages. Creates protective layer 
on the nail plate and resists mechanical damage. 
Visibly improves the nails look, brightens and 

illuminates the nail plate.

ARGAN ELIXIR 
8 IN 1

Intensely regenerating oil for cuticles and nails
Concentrated, quickly absorbing formula of the elixir with 
unique combination of pure argan, avocado and almond oil was 
developed for intense nails and cuticles regeneration. It creates on 
their surface the lipid film that softens epidermis, reinforces lipid 
protective barrier of the skin, protecting it against drying.

X-TREME GEL EFFECT

Top coat liquid glass 
Super durability & mega shine of nail polish
Innovative formula of the product with Liquid Glass complex 
penetrates through the colour nail polish giving the effect of GEL 
MANICURE. It gives the nails exceptional shine and extends nail 
polish durability 3 times. It leaves perfectly even and shiny nail 
surface, extremely resistant to wearing and chipping. 
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8 IN 1 TOTAL ACTION
NAIL POLISH REMOVER

Professional acetone free nail polish remover extremely effectively 
and gently removes each type of nail polish from natural as well as 
artificial nails. Throughly cleanses and degreases nail plate preparing 
it for new nail polish application. Specially developed formula 
enriched with castrol oil moisturises and softens cuticles. At the same 
time maintains and strengthens nails caring for their proper growth.

JB150ZMY8W1A
5901761939347

PROFESSIONAL 
NAIL POLISH REMOVER 3 IN 1

• strengthens • nourishes • moisturizes

Acetone free
Professional acetone free nail polish remover extremely effectively 
and gently removes each type of nail polish from natural as well as 
artificial nails. Thoroughly cleanses and degreases nail plate preparing 
it for new nail polish application. Specially developed formula enriched 
castrol oil moisturises and softens cuticles. At the same time maintains 
and strengthens nails caring for their proper growth. 

MJB190NZMYWA
5907609343734

NAIL THERAPY
PROFESSIONAL

HYBRID PROFESSIONAL
HYBRID NAIL POLISH REMOVER 

Professional, acetone nail polish remover for hybrid nail polish 
extremely effectively removes both traditional and durable nail 
manicure. It is suitable for hybrid *, gel and acrylic nail polish. Quickly 
dissolves even very thick coats of nail polish. Thoroughly cleans and 
de-greases nail plate, while not drying it. Specially developed formula, 
containing glycerine, enriched with vitamins of youth A, E, F complex 
and pro-vitamin B5 makes nails nourished, moisturised and perfectly 
prepared for further cosmetic treatments.  
Application: 1. Gently file the top coat of the nail polish with a file. 
2. Soak a cotton pad and hold on the nail plate. To boost the effect 
wrap the nails with aluminum foil 3. After approximately 5 minutes 
remove the  softened coat of the nail polish with a spatula. 
Repeat if necessary.

* Particularly recommended for HYBRID PROFESSIONAL GEL POLISH Eveline 
Cosmetics hybrid nail polish.

JB150ZMYWHYB
5901761938937

HYBRID PROFESSIONAL NAIL CLEANER 

Professional HYBRID PROFESSIONAL cleaner is ideal for both hybrid 
and classic manicure.

Exceptionally effectively cleanses the natural nail plate – from fat and 
removes residue, creams, balms.
Perfect for degreasing the surface of the nail before applying the BASE 
and for removing the thin, adhesive layer created after fixing the TOP in 
a UV lamp and UV LED.

Accurate fatness of the nails will increase the adhesion of the nail polish 
and improve its durability!

* Especially recommended for HYBRID PROFESSIONAL GEL POLISH Eveline 
Cosmetics.

JB150CLEAHYB
5901761964974
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Bureau: 
EVELINE COSMETICS S.A. sp.k.

66 Avenue des Champs-Elysées, 75008 Paris, FRANCE

EVELINE COSMETICS S.A. sp.k.
ul. Żytnia 19, 05-506 Lesznowola, Poland

Tel.: (+48 22) 334 58 15, Fax: (+48 22) 334 58 16

www.eveline.eu, sales@eveline.com.pl


